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Studio Space
I t is commonplace to call our contemporary moment a “post-studio” age,  and even the most glancing perus -

al through the monthly journals issuing from New York, London,  L os Angeles, and all the other far-flung outposts of  

taste-making confirms the idea.  Their pages are full of shiny fabricated objects and spare conceptual proposals, both  

of which seem increasingly interchangeable.  What is the place of studio practice at such a time?  I use the term “stu-

dio” here purposefully;  I am not inquiring,  that is, about the place of a particular techniq ue – say,  painting – with -

in this constellation:  the death and rebirth of painting has been alternately hailed and decried enough. No, I am  

curious about the physical space of creation, the atelier,  and the role it plays in shaping the art made within. For it  

seems to me that if we can point to something exemplary, and shared, in this group of MFA graduates from the UV ic 

Visual Arts program,  it lies in a spatial paradox peculiar to the studio:  namely, that this enclosed area – which was long  

disparaged within critical art practice for its isolation from the world – is actually a space of exploration.  Each of the  

four artists whose work is being presented here – Shelley Penfold,  Katie L yle, Allison Cake and Sara Robichaud – have  

recognized this fact,  and for each of them immersion in the studio has opened their work to the widest of hori zons.

That is clearly apparent in the paintings of Shelley Penfold, who presents works from a series of canv ases made in  

2009. Collectively they image parallel universes, a concept that could stand as an emblem for her and her colleagues  

shared project. Penfold’s universes are mysterious,  resonant places,  many of which seem to ev oke the hidden corners of  

childhood life. In them, something fragile – a little being, a tiny animal – frequently finds shelter in the protective body of 

a young person; the atmosphere is both melancholic and tender. The best of them take advantage of the staining effects one 

can obtain in the application of acrylic paint onto unprimed canvas;  here a figure can emerge from a smoky ground,  as in

Third Universe , where beautiful dark washes provide an indeterminate space for a young boy who lies

in his bed,  his right hand gently grasping a small bird whose head peeks out over his besweatered hand
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(a lovely detail). Something of that same domestic atmosphere is found in Sixth Universe, a more 

playful image in which a vaguely Munch-like personage grins out at us, simultaneously 

proffering and protecting a round, black object (rock? egg?). Each hints to us of a narrative, engages us in 

tentative stories whose children are caught between interiority and a relation with the larger world around them.

Katie Lyle’s portraits of young women present us with a chain of productive contradictions, and are also poised at 

a particular threshold between interiority and address to the outside. Her small-scale portraits show us girls, un-

named, their identities uncertain, who while never meeting our gaze are however posing themselves for some dramatic, 

other-oriented effect: head turned back over shoulder, or cringing, hands clasping at air, or looking away from us 

distractedly, one leg folded over the other. We are drawn perhaps less to their models’ somewhat troubled beauty, than 

to the luscious facture of the paintings themselves, with its rich and luminous application of oil. Yet the palette is mut-

ed, limited to a range of muddy browns and greys with the occasional yellow highlight. There is something decidedly 

misérabiliste in a work like La la (2008), which we could almost mistake for a painting from Paris of the late ‘40s and 

early ‘50s, years of post-war deprivation. Lyle’s work appears to deliberately look back to a half-century or so ago, a trait 

detectable in her choice of hairstyles, clothes, and even the whole project of this kind of bourgeois female portraiture. 

The evident irony of such a gesture finds a provocative spark when its strikes against the conviction of her paint application.

The studio as a space of exploration is literalized in Touch Down : Wade Through (2009), the sculptural 

installation of Allison Cake. Here we are encouraged to visualize the studio transformed into a vast carte de 

tendre, a map not of a physically localizable space, but of an emotional journey. (Devising such maps was a popular

drawing-room pastime in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century aristocratic society in France.) We 

look down upon four “islands,” funky stretches of plush fabric, upon which Cake has arranged meta-

phorical tableaux: a resin shell, lit warmly from within, that recalls a headless Buddha statue; or a

handmade wooden music box that provides an acoustic element for the installation. Between these 

islands are models that provide the interpretative key to the whole – small houses with peaked roofs
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that, in their fragility and evanescence (several are realized in transparent materials), signify 

the lost plenitude of the childhood home. What is perhaps most interesting about this installation 

is the way such a phantasmatic object is conjured up through an exacerbation of the loneliness of the 

studio itself: it is precisely the isolation of the workspace that brings its domestic opposite into being.

But studio explorations don’t have to take place through space or time, they can also occur across the surface of the 

canvas as well. To explore the process of painting, to explore its topography and its geology, to excavate the painting like 

a prospector, such are the tasks Sara Robichaud has set for herself. She creates richly layered tapestries – or perhaps I 

should better say quilts, since what we often find on her surfaces are radically different stylistic protocols abutting one 

another, jostling for room and attention upon a discontinuous plane. Picksy (2008) is a good example. A first glance 

and we could believe ourselves to be on familiar ground, with its loose washes of colour and organic forms recalling a 

prestigious legacy of postwar abstraction – but then we notice the strange rainbow-coloured thimble at upper right. The 

longer we look, the odder it seems, until we could almost believe it to be a little toque snugly fit over the end of a large, 

cartoonish flipper. And what about the green knob below it, and the flatly painted white stripe running down the left-hand 

side? The painting loses its initial coherence and unity, and takes us in a much more interesting direction, where incom-

patible gestures somehow coexist and where a painterly proficiency is continually parried with a deliberate awkwardness.

Looking over these works, we see four artists committed in their disparate manners to a similar end: the creation 

of possible itineraries of the imagination. Not utopias, then, not destinations for the viewer, but trajectories, vectors of 

movement and exploration, whether across the canvas’ surface, into childhood memory and dream, through cultural 

archetypes, or over an affective topography. But each of those journeys begins within the confined space of the studio, 

within its workaday setting of art supplies and old coffee cups, casual conversation and quiet 

introspection. Out of that setting these young artists plot out aesthetic travels that you and I are 

invited to join. A parallel universe, if you will, summoned forth from studio space.

Kitty Scott, 2009.
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